ABSTRACT

This paper points out the Civil Rights Movement which are happened in the My Story by Rosa Parks. The first aim of the study is to figure out the march of Civil Rights Movement in the era. The second goal is to show the major character's struggle who is Rosa Parks together with others authority black Civil Rights Movements' Leaders, to step out the disrespectul treatments which happened for the minority. The third achievement is to sum up the precious results of the Civil Rights Movement. It can be concluded that the analysis shows there are listed of movements such as the bus boycott and long march after Rosa's refusal and her courted which are participated for the equality laws of rights through the multicultural nation. The second conclusion shows how tough the main character keeps on struggling to fight against the city code that was made to separate the black from the white and some authority man who role the people for inconvenience. And the third result shows that at last after the movements there are legalized rules for the equality rights which protect the fair living.
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